Homonyms—Laubach 3, Lesson 7
To the Tutor: These homonyms are introduced in Focus on Phonics 3 Practices 5F and 5H

Homonyms are words that sound the same, but have different spellings and meanings.
Examples: plane: The plane flew over the plains.
          plains: level or rolling treeless country
          plain: She likes plain clothes, not fancy ones.

Put the right homonym in the blank.
1. The __________________ don’t have many trees.
2. The __________________ was waiting to take off.
3. I like just __________________ good food.
4. I went to New York on a _________________.
5. Jane thinks she looks __________________.
6. Let me make this _______________. Don’t do that!

More homonyms
Examples: fair: Mark papers good, fair, or poor.
           fair: Going to the fair is fun.
           fare: The bus fare went up. It isn’t fair!
           Fare: Fare is what you pay to ride.

1. I saw cows at the __________________.
2. I worked hard, but only got a ________________ grade.
3. He didn’t have money for the bus _________________.
4. We go on fun rides at the _________________.
5. If you pay the train _________________, you can go to Chicago.
6. Today will be hot and _________________.